Fairness

A marble's worth a stick of gum or maybe even two
What something's worth to someone else may not be true for you
But you can both negotiate to both get what you need
And if you do that, it's sure to be satisfaction guaranteed

Chorus
  It's only fair, it's only right
  Listen to each other and the truth will come to light
  It's only just, it's only wise
  Stop and look, the answer's often right before your eyes
  And the reason folk's trust you for the things you do and say
  Is everybody knows you play…. fair

If someone cuts in line it isn't fair to let 'em in
They've got to learn to wait their turn no matter where or when
Sometimes a friend will ask you for the answers to a test
You've gotta say, “No,” how else are they gonna learn to do their best?

Chorus
  It's only fair, it's only right
  Listen to your conscience and the truth will come to light
  It's only just, it's only wise
  Stop and look, the answer's often right before your eyes
  And the reason folk's trust you for the things you do and say
  Is everybody knows you play…. fair!